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.. (> Dear Mr.'Keiser:

I=.am_ replying to your letter dated June 30,-1989,- concerning the_ |Containment Performance Improvement (CPI) program.-'The Commission !

"

appreciates your sharing the perspective and insights gained from
"your~ company's' evaluation of the Sus'quehanna plant. I have
_ forwarded your.' letter to'the appropriate staff members involved in '.

the-CPI effort and have requested that they examine:the important
examples-youthave cited. I

With respect to'your concl'usion that the investigations conducted iunder the CPI program more appropriately belong in the-' Individual |
PlantLExamination.(IPE). program, I want to emphasize that both

!' programs are. intended to be elements of an. integrated plan for iclosure of. severe accident issues. The CPI effort is based on.the 1
conclusion: that. there> may be generic severe ' accident challenges to -jeach containment type.that should be assessed to determine whether

iadditional regulatory guidance or._ requirements may be warranted. !

~

The purpose.of_.the IPE program is to identify vulnerabilities that !are unique to plants and which'would not be found unless each '

plant is individually examined. The-CPI and IPE programs
-complement'one another, and'the NRC staff has scheduled its ,

efforts so that any. containment performance improvements will be
developed and implemented in parallel with the IPE.-

The. Commission's recent decision on Mark I containments is an
. example.of: the compleraentary nature of these programs. The !Commission directed the staff to approve the immediate i. installation'of a-hardened vent by any Mark I licensee who chooses i

to;do'so under section 50.59 of the Commission's rules. The staff
was.also directed to initiate plant-specific backfit analyses for s

'each Mark I plant to evaluate the efficacy of' requiring the !installation of a hardened vent. Finally, the staff was to '

forward to each Mark I owner other improvements that the staff had
identified for consideration during implementation of the IPE j
program.-
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Because the NRC staff will not complete its recommendations
regarding plants with other than Mark I containments until the end
of 1989, I believe it may be premature to make judgments on the
remainder of the CPI program at this time. However, our goal is
to integrate the. findings of the CPI program as well as other
programs for closure of severe accident issues with the IPE
process.

I hope you will continue to actively participate in dialogue
with our staff on these issues, which are important to both
industry and NRC's efforts to improve safety performance.

Sincerely.

gthb
Kenneth M. Carr
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